BinaxNOW™
COVID-19 Ag CARD AND NAVICA™ APP

Abbott’s BinaxNOW COVID-19 Ag Card is a rapid, highly portable, reliable and affordable tool administered by a healthcare provider for detecting active coronavirus infections on a massive scale, helping slow the spread of the virus. BinaxNOW, combined with the NAVICA app, was designed to help people feel more confident in their daily lives.

CONNECTIVITY
Complementary NAVICA mobile app stores and displays test results to help facilitate safer access to organizations where people gather, such as workplaces and schools

FAST
15 minutes for result

AFFORDABLE
Abbott will sell it for $5

MASSIVE SCALE
Tens of millions of tests in September, ramping up to 50 million tests by the beginning of October and beyond

PORTABLE AND EASY TO USE
Size of a credit card
Use with a nasal swab
No equipment required

To learn more about antigen testing and the science behind it, visit www.navica.abbott.

DISCLAIMER: The BinaxNOW™ COVID-19 Ag Card EUA has not been FDA cleared or approved. It has been authorized by the FDA under an emergency use authorization for use by authorized laboratories. The test has been authorized only for the detection of proteins from SARS-CoV-2, not for any other viruses or pathogens, and is only authorized for the duration of the declaration that circumstances exist justifying the authorization of emergency use of in vitro diagnostic tests for detection and/or diagnosis of COVID-19 under Section 564(b)(1) of the Act, 21 U.S.C. § 360bbb-3(b)(1), unless the authorization is terminated or revoked sooner.